where n i is the net number of excitatory synapses driving Summary the ith subunit, s(n ) is the subunit input-output function, ␣ i is the weight on the ith subunit, m is the number of The pyramidal neuron is the principal cell type in the subunits in the cell, and g is a global output nonlinearity mammalian forebrain, but its function remains poorly ( Figure 1A ).
here we drove from 32 to 63 excitatory synapses on 4 to 37 thin dendrites emanating from the apical trunk over a 350 m range, some branches connected directly to the main trunk, others with one or two intervening branch points. We also drove the cell with an extremely varied, spatially heterogeneous set of synaptic activation patterns and quantitatively compared the predictive power of Equation 1 with four different subunit nonlinearities, including s(n ) ϭ n 2 , n 3 , ͌n, and a sigmoidally modulated function of the form 1/(1 ϩ exp(( Ϫ n)/s )) ϩ an ϩ bn 2 ( Figure 1B ). As our "null hypothesis," we tested the single-layer point neuron model which follows from the assumption of a linear subunit function s(n ) ϭ n.
Results
We began with the assumption that the dendritic subunits of the CA1 pyramidal cell correspond physically to the several dozen long, thin, unbranched, terminal dendrites of the apical and basal tree that together receive 85% of the excitatory synaptic input to these cells (Megías et al., 2001) . The experiments reported here have focused on synaptic integration within the thin branches of the apical tree, since these branches, with their considerable variation in distance from the cell body, represent the severest challenge to any simple two-layer abstraction of the neuron's input-output behavior. The assumed mapping between thin dendrites and the subunits of a two-layer network model is shown schematically in Figure 1A . as 4), a large number of weakly activated branches (as many as 37), or any mixture of a small, medium, or large number of branches with weak, intermediate, or strong activation; and (3) the total amount of excitatory synaptic Archie and Mel (2000) , the present model contained 17 types of voltage-dependent ion channels whose biodrive could vary significantly over the set of trials (from 32 to 63 total excitatory synapses). physical properties and nonuniform spatial distributions were culled from published experimental studies, in adTo achieve this, we distributed excitatory synapses as follows. A number of excitatory synapses e was first dition to four types of synaptic conductances which were used to drive the cell (see Experimental Procechosen with e ʦ {32, 35, 36, 40, 45, 48, 49, 63} for distribution onto the apical dendrites. To illustrate for dures). The model replicates a wide range of data from in vitro physiological studies, including input and transfer the case of e ϭ 40 synapses, a number c was chosen between 0 and 5, and c branches were selected at ranresistances in the apical trunk and their dependence on I h , the contributions of I A and Na ϩ -channel inactivation dom from the 37 thin terminal sections in the apical tree. Each selected branch received eight excitatory synaptic to the attenuation of back-propagating action potentials, the varying threshold for Ca 2ϩ spike initiation along contacts, representing a strong stimulus to that branch. All other (40 Ϫ 8c ) synapses were distributed at random the soma-dendritic axis, and the location-dependent rules governing summation of paired EPSPs (see the onto all other (37 Ϫ c ) branches in the set. In most cases, the remaining excitatory synapses were widely Supplemental Data available online at http://www. neuron.org/cgi/content/full/37/6/989/DC1 and Poirazi et dispersed and occurred alone on their respective branches. In a second set of runs, a number c was al., 2003).
The realistic cell morphology used in these experiagain chosen between 0 and 5, and c randomly chosen branches received six excitatory synapses, and c other ments presented a severe challenge to the idealized two-layer network hypothesis expressed by Equation 1. branches received two synapses each. All remaining synapses were again distributed at random onto all other In lieu of stimulating two identical uniform branches protruding from a spherical soma (Archie and Mel, 2000), branches in the set. In a third set of runs, 2c randomly chosen branches received four excitatory synapses, and uli), e ϭ 49 (distributing 7s, giving 80 stimuli), and e ϭ 63 (distributing 7s and 9s, giving 180 stimuli). Eighty of all remaining synapses were distributed at random. Ten trials were run for each value of c for each of the three the 140 redundant cases with c ϭ 0 were eliminated, leaving 1030 runs total. To facilitate formation of even distribution schemes (8s, 6 ϩ 2s, and 4 ϩ 4s), leading to a total of 180 runs. A similar distribution strategy was groups for cross validation runs, 30 additional stimuli were randomly eliminated from the set, leaving exactly used for the other values of e, leading to an overall stimulus set with e ϭ 32 (distributing 8s, 4 ϩ 4s and 6 ϩ 1000 stimulus patterns. Excitatory synapses contained both NMDA and 2s, giving 150 stimuli), e ϭ 35 (distributing 5s and 7s, giving 140 stimuli), e ϭ 36 (distributing 6s, giving 70 AMPA-type conductances with peak values in a ratio of 2.5 to 1. The absolute magnitudes of the synaptic stimuli), e ϭ 40 (distributing 8s, 4 ϩ 4s and 6 ϩ 2s, giving 180 stimuli), e ϭ 45 (distributing 5s and 9s, giving 160 conductances were scaled in pilot runs to yield a 5mV peak EPSP locally at each synapse; this facilitated autostimuli), e ϭ 48 (distributing 6s, and 8s, giving 160 stim- Connors, 1992). However, the coefficient magnitudes were more A clear local input-output nonlinearity is evident in these traces, insofar as equal increments in stimulus intensity clearly tied to branch order: first-order thin dendrites (connected directly to the trunk and shown in red) ex-(3 → 7 → 11 active synapses) leads to unequal increments in the intensity and quality of the local comparterted a more powerful influence on the cell body-about 40% more on average-than dendrites that were one ment response: only at higher stimulus intensities and longer delays do large voltage-dependent NMDA, Na The correlation between predicted and actual firing range including several coefficients near zero, and exhibited greater overlap in the distribution of first-(red) rates using sigmoidal subunits was very high (r 2 ϭ 0.94), indicating that for the set of synaptic activity patterns and higher-order (blue) branch coefficient values. contained in the overall stimulus set, the two-layer sumof-sigmoids network provided an excellent model of the Predicting Responses to Complex Patterns pyramidal neuron's average firing rate. Contrary to exof Synaptic Stimulation pectation, however, the correlation between predicted Having estimated coupling coefficients for each branch, and actual firing rates using linear subunits, though we used Equation 1 to predict the cell's output firing lower, was still quite high (r 2 ϭ 0.82). This indicated that rate in response to each of the 1000 complex stimulus variation within the set of stimulus patterns we used to patterns. In effect, we sought to determine whether a drive the cell led to variation in output firing rates that very simple mathematical expression could accurately was in large part predictable by a (linear) point neuron. predict the behavior of a very complicated biophysical model, the former involving essentially a "paper and pencil" calculation, the latter involving numerical inteDistinguishing Power versus Configuration Variation gration of thousands of coupled nonlinear differential equations through thousands of time steps. For each
The comparable power of linear and nonlinear subunits in predicting the overall stimulus set highlighted the stimulus pattern, we first compared the average firing lus set-corresponding to undulations in the purple strips in Figure 6A -was therefore due to changes in stimulus configuration and lay outside the representational scope of the linear model. Intuitively, configuration changes correspond to different spatial arrangements of an approximately constant number of excitatory synapses.
Ten groups of NEP stimuli were formed from the overall data set by sorting the 1000 complex stimulus patterns along the power axis, i.e., according to the magnitude of the predictions of the best linear model. The data were then divided along the power axis into ten groups of 100 patterns each. Groups 1, 5, and 8 are shown in Figure 6B , each within its own vertical red dashed box. The ten groups of NEP stimuli were analyzed separately to calculate how much of the variability in actual firing rate within each box could be explained by Equation 1 using different choices for the branchsubunit function s(n ). Given the non-zero thickness of the NEP data sets along the power axis, the linear model would be expected to retain a small modicum of predictive power.
On average, the sigmoidal subunit function explained stimulus set, which was dominated by power variation, in NEP data sets where configuration variance dominates, sigmoidal subunits predict six times more varineed to distinguish variation in the stimulus set that ance in the spike rate data than do linear subunits. Peris accessible to a linear model, which we term power formance figures for all five subunit functions on the ten variation, from variation that is inaccessible to a linear NEP data sets are shown in Table 1 . After the sigmoid model, which we term configuration variation (Figure function, the second-best subunit nonlinearity n 2 cap-6A). Power variation corresponds to varying projections tured only 36% of the configuration variance in these of input patterns onto the weight vector of the optimal same data sets. linear model, i.e., variation in the quantity n·␣
Linear

. In
Since the choice of NEP data sets guaranteed that practical terms, power variation in the stimulus set rethe linear model would perform badly, it was crucial sults from different numbers of excitatory synapses to determine whether the superior predictive power of used to drive the cell and/or from variation in the number sigmoidal subunits would hold for other kinds of nearly of synapses targeting strongly or weakly coupled equal prediction data groupings. In particular, if the data branches. Intuitively, a linear model can capture the fact were analyzed in nearly equal prediction groups for the that a cell driven by 60 synapses will fire more spikes optimal sigmoid subunit model, which would guarantee on average than a cell driven by 30 synapses and that its poor performance, would other subunit choices lead a cell driven with 50 synapses on strongly coupled to better predictive power? branches will fire more than a cell driven by 50 synapses As shown in columns 4-8 of Table 1 under the heading on weakly coupled branches.
"Nearly Equal Prediction Groupings," sigmoidal subConfiguration variation is defined as all variation in units outperformed all other choices of subunit function the stimulus set that is not power variation. Nearly pure regardless of how the data were grouped, whether configuration variation can be found within any set of sorted by near equal predictions of the abstract model stimulus patterns with nearly equal projections onto the with s(n ) ϭ n, sigmoid(n ), n 2 , n 3 , or ͌n. This can be seen vector ␣. In Figure 6A were grouped according to similar predictions of the better than any other subunit function on a stimulus set containing a nearly pure form of power variation: the linear model, the ͌n subunit was actually the worst performer (the linear model was second worst), and (2) set of 80 stimulus patterns with varying numbers of excitatory synapses scattered diffusely across the apiwhen stimuli were sorted by predictions of the sigmoid model, the sigmoid model still predicted better than all cal tree. An example of this kind of stimulus is shown in the left column of Figure 2 . Prediction performance the others. This suggests that the configuration variation that is inaccessible to a two-layer model with sigmoidal for diffuse stimuli is shown in column 3 of Table 1 for each of the five-subunit functions tested. subunits is inaccessible to any model expressed in the simple form of Equation 1.
The superior prediction performance of the abstract two-layer network model with sigmoidal subunits was Sigmoidal subunits also predicted output spike rates Table 1. did not rule out the possibility that a two-layer model with differently calibrated subunit and output sigmoids could accurately predict the cell's firing rate under synnot due to overfitting using the additional parameters chronous input conditions as well. contained within the branch sigmoid function. Overfitting was ruled out using a bootstrapping test in which the six branch sigmoid parameters were optimized with Discussion repeated leave-10%-out cross validation runs. No significant difference was observed between prediction perThe nature of synaptic integration in pyramidal cells formance for trained versus untrained patterns. Since remains a question of great importance, which can ultioverfitting did not occur and the prediction performance mately be settled only by direct empirical investigation. of sigmoidal subunits was superior to that of any other Given the technical difficulties facing current experimensubunit function tried (particularly for spatial configuratal approaches, however, we have used a realistic biotion variance), it is safe to infer that the sigmoidal branch physical model to search for a simplifying abstraction nonlinearity captures bona fide structure in the inputof a pyramidal cell, in the hope that our "model of the output relation of the biophysical model cell.
model" may facilitate future efforts to understand the Interestingly, prediction performance of the abstract computing functions of cortical tissue. We have found neuron model benefited only modestly from the LMS that the firing rate of a pyramidal cell in response to a optimization of branch coupling coefficients. When the diverse set of synaptic input patterns, involving dozens 37 branch coefficients were obtained-not by fitting of high-frequency-activated synapses scattered about models to the spike rate data, but by direct measurethe dendritic tree, can be modeled by a simple equation, ment of electrical coupling between each branch and which happens to also describe a conventional twothe cell body (see Figure 3) -prediction performance layer feedforward neural network with sigmoidal "hidwas only modestly degraded on the data set as a whole:
den" units. It is remarkable that, although the detailed the fraction of variance explained dropped to 90% from cell model includes 21 types of ionic and synaptic chan-94% for the sigmoid model and to 69% from 82% for nels and exhibits complex nonlinear dynamics, which the linear model (Table 2) . Furthermore, for the ten NEP vary with dendritic location and contain structure at data sets, which were dominated by variation in synaptic many time scales, the cell's final common output can be configuration, prediction performance for both linear accurately predicted by a paper-and-pencil calculation and sigmoid models scarcely depended at all on optithat relies on just the few parameters needed to describe mized branch coefficients. This suggests that optimizathe subunit and output sigmoids. tion of branch weights primarily helped the abstract It is important to note, however, that predictions of models to cope with power variation in the stimulus set, the two-layer sigmoidal network model leave fully one rather than configuration variation. third of the spike rate variance unexplained in NEP stimSince a neuron is likely to experience significant backulus sets. Even on the full stimulus set, for which sigmoiground activation in vivo, we tested whether the quality dal subunits explain 94% of the spike rate variance, of the firing rate predictions generated by the abstract on any given trial, predictions are far from perfect. For two-layer model would be influenced by manipulations example, predictions of ‫02ف‬ Hz were associated with designed to mimic background activation of the bioactual firing rates ranging from 10 to 30 Hz (see vertical physical model cell. Using an earlier version of the biospan of blue circles for 20 Hz predictions in Figure 5A ). physical model with slightly different stimulus and preThese prediction "failures" could arise from factors such diction protocols (including more inhibitory synapses, as randomness in the input spike trains or, more interestfewer stimulus patterns, and nonoptimized branch ingly, from violations of the key assumptions underlying weights), we imposed a 10-fold reduction in R m in all Equation 1. Specifically, a single subunit function may thin branches of the apical tree-designed to mimic the not be adequate to describe the input-output behavior membrane shunting associated with strong background of all 37 target branches in the apical tree. Moreover, activation of the cell-coupled with a cell-wide 5mV subunit outflows may not sum strictly linearly but may upward shift in resting potential (to Ϫ65mV). Together interact in more complex ways. Distal subunits, for exthese biophysical manipulations had a negligible effect ample, might multiplicatively boost the effectiveness of on prediction quality for both the linear and sigmoidal proximal subunits, a hypothesis we have not yet tested. subunit models. Using this same earlier version of the In short, larger stimulus sets and more sophisticated model, we also tested whether prediction quality deabstract models will be needed to more fully characterpended on our assumption of asynchronous input trains. To do this, we ran a stimulus set with 50 excitatory ize the biophysical model's response behavior.
Stimulus Sets, and How to Choose Them in Figure 1 , though performance remained quite high for other more conventional S-shaped functions with The dramatic variation in prediction quality for any given subunit function-compare values within any given row sharper thresholds and more pronounced saturation. For the conventional sigmoid s(n ) ϭ 1/(1 ϩ exp((4.09 Ϫ of Table 1-highlights the fact that the choice of stimuli can strongly bias the contest among simple abstract x )/1.52)), the two-layer sum-of-sigmoids model predicted 92% (compared to 94%) of the variance on the models competing to explain the firing rate behavior of the detailed biophysical neuron. As previously noted, entire stimulus set and 61% (compared to 67%) of the spike rate variance on the ten linear model-sorted NEP both the linear-subunit and sigmoid-subunit models are very good performers on the overall stimulus set (Table  data sets. This relative insensitivity to changes in the form of sigmoidal modulation, however, in no way im-1). However, this observation does not imply that the biophysical model cell is "just as much a point neuron plies a general lack of sensitivity to the form of the subunit function. In fact, the particular gentle undulaas a two-layer sum-of-sigmoids neural network." To consider an extreme case of stimulus selection, if the tions of the optimal branch sigmoid ( Figure 1B ) lead to vastly improved predictions in NEP stimulus sets relative stimulus set were chosen to consist only of patterns containing exactly 50 active synapses scattered difto predictions based on other nonsigmoidal kinds of subunit functions. fusely on the second-order branches of the apical tree, the firing rate of the biophysical model cell would likely How confident can we be in the precise form of the subunit nonlinearity based on results so far? A recent be well described by a constant value-a rather uninteresting portrait of the cell's input-output behavior. To experimental study using subthreshold synaptic stimulation in hippocampal slices has shown that there are reject the hypothesis that the pyramidal cell is fundamentally a point neuron, therefore, we required stimulus powerful thresholding effects within the thin branches of CA1 pyramidal cells ( It remains an open question what kind of functionally realistic NMDA spikes within the thin branches of the apical and basal trees. As a consequence, it is likely that relevant stimulus variation actually confronts a pyramidal cell in the CA1 region of the hippocampus or elseour LMS fitting procedure would yield a more nonlinear branch sigmoid, with steeper slope and stronger saturawhere. If the primary role of the pyramidal cell is to rate overall stimulus power, i.e., to fire in proportion to the tion than that which describes the current biophysical cell. number of active afferents impinging on its dendrites, then our findings suggest that the pyramidal cell can emulate a point neuron and carry out this relatively simExtension to Other Neuron Types ple computational task. If instead the pyramidal neuron Our results do not necessarily extend to other neuron is asked to distinguish among a large number of different types, such as cerebellar Purkinje cells, whose morpholpatterns of synaptic activation of similar overall intenogies and channel compositions are very different from sity, a task beyond the grasp of a point neuron, then those of pyramidal cells. However, our main conclusions our findings suggest that the pyramidal cell can emulate may generalize to pyramidal neurons as a class. Results a two-layer sigmoidal neural network and satisfy this of earlier studies suggest that these cells' preference for more demanding requirement as well. In short, different multiple sites of spatially concentrated synaptic input, simplifying abstractions may apply in different neural which underlie the quantitative predictions we have gencontexts. erated here, hold under a wide variety of biophysical conditions. Our earlier studies have included simulations ranging from ball-and-sticks morphologies, to Finding the True Branch-Subunit Function We set out to determine the optimal form of the thinlayer 2-3 and layer 5 neocortical pyramidal cell morphologies, to the present CA1 pyramidal cell morphology, branch subunit function under the two rather strong assumptions of Equation 1: that all subunits must share to models containing only Hodgkin-Huxley-type channels or only calcium channels or only NMDA channels in a single i/o function and that subunit outflows from across the apical tree must combine additively to influtheir dendrites, to those containing 17 types of voltagedependent channels in their dendrites (as in the present ence the cell's output firing rate. (Neither of these assumptions is likely to be strictly true, either for the biomodel), to models driven by 40 to 1000 excitatory synapses, with and without inhibition, for inputs ranging physical model or for a real pyramidal neuron). Under these assumptions, nonetheless, we found that sigmoifrom 20 to 100 Hz, and so on (Mel, 1992a (Mel, , 1992b (Mel, , 1993 Mel et al., 1998; Archie and Mel, 2000) . In addition, the dally modulated subunit functions consistently outpredicted all others, especially for stimulus sets that empresent two-layer model for synaptic integration in the spiking regime is a straightforward extension of the subphasize configuration variance as shown in Figure 6 . We achieved the best overall prediction performance threshold model discussed in Poirazi et al. (2003) (also see the Supplemental Data available at http://www. using the relatively weak sigmoidal modulation shown
